Codelist: Action forms

Conventional-juridical forms

10 administrative procedure
11 civil procedure
12 filing a juridical complaint
13 other conventional-juridical forms
14 purchase of property

Conventional-political forms

20 lobbying
21 public complaint procedure, appeal
22 filing a political complaint
23 participation aux commissions
24 participation to consultations
25 participation to negotiations
26 voting instructions
27 formation of a SMO
28 suppression of a SMO
29 other conventional-political forms

Conventionally media-addressed forms

30 direct information to the public (stand actions, leaflets, etc.)
31 advertising in the media (resolutions, press releases, scientific reports, etc.)
32 organisation of tribunals or public hearings
33 other conventionally media-addressed forms
34 publication for an action
35 publication for an appeal to the authorities

Direct democracy

36 launching of an initiative
37 launching of a referendum
40 voting campaign for an initiative
41 voting campaign for a referendum
48 submission of an initiative
49 submission of a referendum
Demonstrative forms

50  collection of signatures campaign, petition
51  protest meeting
52  demostration, protest march
53  camp
54  protest letters campaign
55  collection on behalf of a group in a political conflict
56  voluntary aid on behalf of a group in a political conflict
57  party with political meaning
58  other symbolic/ludic non-confrontational forms
59  autres formes démonstratives

Legal confrontational forms

60  boycott
61  hunger strike
62  perturbation of institutions
63  perturbation of decision-making process or implementation
64  symbolic/ludic confrontational actions
65  other legal confrontational forms

Illegal confrontational forms

70  illegal demonstration
71  refusal to pay the taxes or other payments
72  blockade or other forms of blocking
73  squatting
74  revelation of secrets
75  perturbation of demonstrations
76  illegal non-cooperation
77  other illegal confrontational forms

Illegal and violent confrontational forms

78  bomb threat
80  symbolic violence against objects
81  symbolic violence against persons
82  limited destruction of objects
83  attentat, criminal fire aimed at objects
84  theft, burglary
85  sabotage
86  threat against persons
87  violence against persons
88  demonstration with violence
89  other illegal and violent confrontational forms